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Sorry, there is no submission of the selected vehicle. The actual car price submitted to this database was 6,987. These are the actual prices paid by the actual car buyer. We average the price to give you an idea of what others are paying for their new car. Click on the vehicle of your preference to see more information about the price, including consumer
comments, dealer ratings, and rankings. Submit the price of your car to see how it ranks against others. See the lowest prices in your area The 2021 Prius range consists of seven different trims, with only minor changes that distinguish each one from the previous one: L Eco, LE, LE AWD-e, XLE, XLE AWD-e, 2020 Edition, and Limited. All are powered by a
1.8-liter four-cylinder hybrid system with an electric motor, but the AWD model obtains a second electric motor on top of the rear axle. In both configurations, the total system output is 121 hp, with a torque of 120 lb-ft. Bi-LED headlights come standard with LED taillights, and each model offers a six-speaker audio system combined with a 7-inch touchscreen
infotainment display. The exception is the top trim, which uses a 10-speaker JBL system operated via an 11.6-inch touch display. Fabric uphoming is standard on most models, but SofTex faux leather is attached from a midrange XLE trim that boasts a heated front seat and heated steering wheel. Americans are recovering from the sensational excitement
that revealed a big-capacity Toyota Prius pair at last month's Detroit Auto Show, but the company is preparing to unleash a similar bundle of hybrid excitement for European shoppers. Toyota's Geneva-to-Geneva Prius+ offers seven seats, a two-seater bonus for a five-person Prius v. The powertrain and overall design are the same for both the larger Prius
model, and the Prius+ packs the same 134 hp hybrid powertrain as its siblings. Toyota officials say there are no current plans to offer a Prius+ or a seven-seater Prius model on our shores, both here and in Europe. And on the scinching topic of the Toyota Hybrid, which is not american, the company is bringing a hybrid version of the next generation Yaris to
the Geneva auto show. Get your plane ticket to Switzerland now. This content is created and managed by third parties and imported to this page so that users can provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find out more about this similar content in car Bible reader support piano.io. If you make a purchase through a link on our site, we may earn an
affiliate commission. For more information, the Toyota Prius is one of the most talked about cars on the road. Reliable, highly efficient and environmentally friendlyIts a hybrid build. It may not be a Ferrari or a Geeplangler, but it's reliable. To go with your trusty Prius, you need to pair it with some good tires. All tires have their own feel, design, and features. If
you are looking for a great selection of tires to go with your fuel efficient Prius, we have some of the best options available. The Prius is built to get around without using a lot of gas, so you want tires that last as long as fuel tanks. All-season tires are designed to tackle all weathers, so they may be the best choice for compact cars. We'have listed the top tyres
to consider if you need to upgrade. Best Toyota Prius Tire is a tire from strongman Michelin that kicks off our list. Its energy saver A/S is the perfect choice for a Toyota Prius. Designed for ultimate efficiency, tires are up to 8% more fuel efficient than standard tires. Specially designed rubber, manufactured with Michelin's unique EnergySaver construction,
ensures cooler tire temperatures to reduce CO2 emissions and reduce rolling resistance. This excellent fuel economy, combined with a comfortable ride and long-lasting tread, makes these tires excellent all-rounders. The season tread design allows precise handling even in wet conditions, while the twin steel belts within each tire increase durability. For
extra strength, these belts are spiraled in rugged polyamide. Pirelli has also earned a spot on our list with its P4 all-season touring tyres. Carefully designed for noise, excellent wet weather traction, and precise handling, these comfortable but durable tires are perfect for any Prius. Computer-optimized tread profiles and silica-rich compounds are ideal for long
journeys, providing low rolling resistance and excellent fuel economy. Each tire includes an 85,000-mile treadware warranty, so drivers can take the open road with confidence. The next option to win a spot on our list of the best tires for Prius cars is the Goodyear Fuel Max model. The all-season tires are a great choice for all coupes and sedans, but they
resonate particularly well with the Prius for their ability to maximize fuel efficiency. In fact, Goodyear says, a full set of these tires can save up to 2,600 miles of gas value over their lifetime. Thanks to low rolling resistance, tires help improve fuel economy wherever you walk around. The unique tread compound, enhanced with silica, remains cool under
pressure for a smooth ride that optimizes fuel usage year-round. Tires with dual aqua channels can efficiently promote water and provide excellent traction in wet snow conditions. This precise handling stands out equally on dry surfaces for reliable daily operation. Hancock is another big name in the tire worldEarned their spot on our list with these unique
Kinerjee ST tires. Designed as the ultimate all-season touring tire, this design incorporates optimized tread block rigidity to ensure consistent performance and uniform wear. Clever tread patterns can provide accurate handling in both dry and wet conditions. Inside the tire, two steel belts help to maintain a rigid, durable shape and lasting performance in all
conditions. Thanks to its abrasion-resistant tread compound, the tires can last for post-trip travel. In fact, Hancock guarantees each tire 70,000 miles. But despite their durability, these tires do not compromise on comfort. Designed for a smooth ride and minimal road noise, they are perfect for a laid-back civilized Prius. If you're looking for the perfect winter
tire for your Prius, take a look at Bridgestone's Bridgec WS80 and above. Clever tyres equipped with a new hydrophilic coating keep you flexible in sub-zero conditions, ensure consistent and accurate handling in snow and ice. Meanwhile, the periphery and lateral grooves of the tire treads help to shed snow, slush and water from areas in contact with the
road, adding control. Tread's unique 3D zigzag patterning helps increase the number of biting edges to improve traction on snow. Drivers branded with three peak mountain snowflake symbols can rest assured that these tires will keep their Prius moving for the winter. Yokohama has also earned a spot on our list with this budget-friendly touring tire. Designed
for all-season use, this rugged tire offers precise handling in similarly wet and dry conditions. Even in light snow, the tires can hold on their own, giving the driver the confidence they need to drive safely, whatever the weather. Thanks to the rainy road and cross traction pips, the water is pushed away from the road contact area of the tire. The silent shoulder,
on the other hand, ensures a quiet and comfortable journey and maintains the noise of the road to a minimum. Yokohama tires are guaranteed for a long tread life, but each tire is guaranteed for a period of more than 65,000 miles. The next Prius-friendly tire to advance to our list is Kumho. Their attractive and functional all-season tyres provide drivers with
excellent traction and handling in most road conditions - light snow is included. Each tire is made using Kumho's advanced all-season carbon compound, molded into a slightly asymmetrical tread pattern designed to minimize noise and vibration without compromising grip. Featuring a notched shoulder and four circumference grooves, the tire can evacuate
water from the surface, greatly reducing the risk of hydro-laning. ZigZag, on the other hand, creates many small biting edges, perfect for wet, light and better tractionWeather. Inside, the tires are reinforced by spiral steel belts and wrapped in nylon in a spiral shape. To win a second place on our list is Michelin with these primacy radial touring tires. Designed
as a luxury choice, the tyres provide the driver with a smooth and quiet ride without compromising on grip and towing - whatever the weather. The all-season design allows the tyres to accommodate both wet and dry conditions. Sunflower oil-rich tires maintain flexibility at low temperatures and improve traction in winter. Despite this luxurious condition, the
tires have a thrifty side. Thanks to its low rolling resistance, the tires provide excellent fuel economy for the driver. It is durable with a 55,000 mile tread life warranty. This stamina is powered by michelin MaxTouch construction and ensures wear for consistent grip and performance. The ultimate tire to make our list, by Falken, is, in turn, another budget-friendly
option. Their long-lasting all-season tires are perfect for your Prius throughout the year. Featuring 3D Canyon's cype technology, the tire provides an increased biting edge that allows increased handling and braking, even in icy conditions. Thanks to the diagonal treads of each rib, packed snow can be effectively disabled for improved winter handling.
Elsewhere in the tread, interlocking blocks form a solid foundation for your car in dry conditions. The symmetrical rib design of the tires is carefully thought out even in treadware, delivering consistent performance throughout life. The Westlake All Season Radial Tire is a great choice for your Toyota Prius. What's not to love about budget-friendly tires that are
cheaper than a single, more popular brand-name tire? In addition, the tread pattern allows for more efficient water evacuation for a smoother and smoother ride. These tires have a load capacity of 1,200 pounds which is more than enough for a little Prius. It is also lightweight for easier mounting and is designed to be quiet on highways and at high speed,
providing a comfortable ride. Some people may say that they ride more than Goodyear tires. But you will find that they are not the best in smooth snow or icy weather. You'll also see that they're not the greatest if you need to hit the brakes because they can skid or bounce. But it is also under extreme circumstances and is not something you will experience
during daily driving. All 10 of these tires are manufactured at a high standard of high quality and we are confident that somewhere on the list you will find the best option for your car. If it's time to choose a new tire for your Prius (or any car), there are a few key factors: if you live in fairly warm weather, summer tires may be the best option, but all-season tires
are good all-roundersAreas where the weather changes. To tackle snow and ice regularly, a winter tie is recommended. When choosing a tire, be aware of precise handling and excellent traction. This is often indicated by silica concentrated compounds, and well-thought-out tread patterns. When it comes to road tyres, comfort is key. Look for tires designed
to provide a smooth ride and low road noise - especially if you regularly take on long highway journeys. To increase your chances of a longer life, beware of tires with a tread life warranty of at least 50,000 miles designed for treadware. Looking for low rolling resistance, and the ability to stay cool, you should end up with very fuel efficient tires. Benefits of high
quality Prius tires Fitting your Prius with high quality tires like our list brings many advantages such as: high quality tires do not need to be changed often, good quality tires that save time and money provide better traction, many good quality tires tend to improve fuel economy and handle many good quality tires, It's likely to save money on gas tires produced
by reputable companies, how to change toyota Prius tires for peace of mind? First of all, level, pull to a bright place and find your repair kit in the park, or gear then. Remove the fastener at the base of the trunk, pull the lining apart, lift the lower panel, turn the tire kit counterclockwise to take the tire kit into place, lift the kit, and block the wheel facing the tire
you want to replace diagonally (i.e., if you need to replace the rear left tire). Loosen the lugs using a lug wrench (block front right) - you probably need to kick or stand the wrench to move what you find the jack point of your car - these place the jack under the roadside manual jack point and connect it to the jack handle. Raise the car clockwise until the lug
wrench slides under the tire, remove the tire lug nut completely and pull away the spare tire that pulls the tire apart - use the lug wrench to lever upwards to replace the lug nut and first turn the lug nut slightly by hand to turn the lug nut a little. The components contained in the trunk remove the block before driving Detailed instructions for tyre replacement for a
particular vehicle are provided in the handbook. If you are looking for one of the best tires for our top pick your Toyota Prius,Michelin Energy Saver is no more than an all-season radial tire. You can rely on tires as reliable as your compact hybrid and they will keep you on long roads as well. The tires are a blend of sleek design and design, resulting in a cut
above the rest. From specially designed tread rubber to keep tire coolers under pressure to improved fuel economy and reduced CO2 emissions, tires are ideal for Prius drivers. And the fact that they are built by Michelin does not compromise their overall reliability or functionality. Source: Add your rating automotive advice and product products
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